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Teachers!
Note: This is How to Best Utilize this Book
These Marketing Books are ready made curricula complete with a comprehension test and a related
activity. You can elect to use them as self-guided study; share topic readings on the whiteboard, or
disperse limited pages as it suits your class needs.
There are 6 books in this series. Each one is a stand alone unit. Each book compliments its members.
Note that each major topic in these books starts on a new page. This format is designed so that you can
share individual lesson pages or chapters with your class.
Limited copying for select pages is expected and encouraged. However please do NOT copy off and
disperse entire book without a multiple group license sold through TpT or PattyAnn.net. Thank you. .

Books in this Series Include:
Marketing Book 1
All About Strategic Marketing
Marketing Book 2
Target Your Market
Marketing Book 3
Product Development
Marketing Book 4
Advertising & Promotion
Marketing Book 5
Product Distribution
Marketing Book 6
Product Pricing
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Marketing Book 4
Advertising & Promotion
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Welcome!
This comprehensive outline is comprised of three significant marketing
components: advertising, promotion, and public relations. On a daily basis we are

m
pl

bombarded with advertising, yet few of us have examined what drives this industry
from behind the scenes. This book will give you the opportunity to look into the
world of public relations, advertising, and promotion, and view all the different
aspects related thereto. This guide features in-depth, informative learning modules.
Once the course material has been completed, you will be able to test your newly
acquired knowledge and understanding of the subject matter by participating in a
multiple-choice quiz. An interactive activity is also included to practice these
concepts. Take your time to become familiar with these new concepts, and enjoy the

Sa

educational journey!
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Objectives
The goal of this book is to provide you with insight about the advertising field.
The knowledge presented will enable you to identify and know the characteristics

A. Promotion is Communication

e

associated with each of these main categories.

B. Communication is a Two Way Process
C. Objective of Promotion
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Creating Awareness
Stimulate Demand

Encourage Product Trial
Identify Customers

Retain Loyal Customers

Facilitating Reseller Support
Competitive Efforts
Stabilizing Sales

D. The Promotion Mix

Sa

Advertising

Personal Selling

Public Relations
Sales Promotion

E. Selecting and Integrating the Promotion Mix
Demographics and Geographic Distribution
Product Pricing and Nature
Product Life Cycle

Costs and Availability
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A. Promotion is Communication

To promote is to endorse, support, encourage, and advocate a cause. Promotion

not only facilitates spreading the word, but its purpose is to influence, or persuade, the
consumer into buying a particular product. This exchange of communication helps
link companies and their products to the consumer by providing information that
sways the audience into accepting a product. Marketing efforts intentionally use both
direct and indirect methods to convince and encourage the public to take action. One

Sa

technique is cause-related marketing which can be used to generate goodwill and
sponsor special events that lead to positive media coverage for organizations.
Companies that engage in altruistic types of promotional activities can help elevate
their image by gaining, or maintaining, a positive rapport with special interest groups.
As such the comprehensive role that promotion plays does more than reach out and
communicate information: it molds the public’s perception toward a company and its
products.
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B. Communication is a Two Way Process

At the heart of promotion is the foundation of communication. It is important to

understand what happens during the communication process because this is what
guides promotion efforts. Communication is a two-way exchange between sender and
receiver. The information that is transmitted must share a meaning, or common
ground, in order for there to be a connection between the two parties. The originating
source of the message will choose a medium to transport their message out to their

Sa

audience. This medium can be television, print, radio, or other advertising modes that
transmit by visual and auditory means. As the information is sent out and received by
the audience, there is a point where the message is interpreted, or in effect decoded, to
arrive at a meaning. In this instance communication has been established.
Marketers realize that the key to establishing communication between their

products and the consumer is to cultivate and sustain a shared and familiar meaning.
Because consumers are individuals with their own unique dialogues, communication
is not received and interpreted exactly in the same way by everybody. Therefore, it is
essential that the symbols, names, or letters used to deliver a message are in a
language that the target market can relate to and understand. Incomplete message
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transmissions can happen for a variety of reasons. Perhaps someone is experiencing a
new concept for the first time and does not understand its meaning since they have no
reference point for it. Or, due to someone’s perception, the concept conveys a
different meaning than what was intended. And sometimes, messages have
completely different meanings for different cultures. Marketers strive to reduce these

e

misconstrued meanings by avoiding words that have several meanings or mixed
connotations.

The final connection that completes the communication loop is feedback from
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the receiver, or audience. During feedback a response is returned to the sending party.
In a face-to-face transaction, such as personal selling, verbal and nonverbal feedback
is immediate and easily adjustable to be effective, but in mass communications, such
as advertising campaigns, feedback is slow and often difficult to quantify. Therefore
successful promotion is well-defined communication targeted to a specific audience

Sa

who can relate to both the implicit and explicit meaning of the messages sent.
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C. The Objective of Promotion
Although promotional goals vary from company to company there are some
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shared similarities. Let’s look at some of the most common functions.

Creating Awareness

When a new product is first introduced an enormous promotional effort ensues

to make sure an audience is aware of its existence and place in the market place.
However, this awareness campaign is not just reserved for new products. It is

Sa

important to continue publicizing existing products as related to product features and
brand awareness. Often, creating awareness includes promoting a company’s image
by attaching socially responsible behavior to its campaign cause.
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Stimulate Demand
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When a product is first introduced promotion efforts aim to motivate primary

demand. This stage educates consumers and stimulates demand to the product
category, rather than a specific brand of product. Initial advertising informs
consumers about what the product is, what it does, how it’s used, and where it can be
purchased. Selective demand is singling out a specific brand by promoting its unique

Sa

benefits or features.

Encourage Product Trial

Just because advertising campaigns have made people aware of a products

existence, it does not mean they will readily buy it. Consumers need to be persuaded
or motivated to buy a new type of merchandise. Promotion offerings can include free
samples in supermarkets, discount coupons in the newspaper or mail, limited-time
free-use trial offers, test drives, contests, and games.
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D. The Four Facets of the Promotion Mix
There are four components to the promotion mix. Advertising, personal selling, public
relations, and sales promotion make up this combination. An organizations resources
and objectives determine the blend of what will be included in the promotional mix.

e

For some products, all four elements will be employed when promoting. For others,
two or three modes will satisfy the requirements. Let’s briefly examine each of these

m
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four segments.

Sa

Advertising

A highly effective yet non-personal form of spreading information about an
organization and/or its product is through paid advertisements. This flexible mode of
promotion offers many options for transmission. Radio, television, direct mail,
displays, billboards, printed materials all reach a large customer base. Advertising is
cost effective because large numbers of people are contacted at a low cost per person.
Other advantages include repetitive advertising that can remind the public several
times about a product, and increase the exposure to the company’s image.
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There are some drawbacks to this method of promotion. Not only is it hard to
evaluate how advertising affects bottom-line sales, but also immediate feedback is
usually not available. And, while the cost of mass advertising is low per person, the
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initial monetary outlay can be quite expensive.

Personal Selling

Person-to-person sales involve persuasive techniques to close a deal. And just

like advertising, there are some pros and cons with this form of promotion. Although
this face-to-face contact has a greater impact on consumers, the costs associated with
personal selling are greater because instead of reaching out and contacting thousands
of people, only one is contacted. Also, the sales person can utilize several types of

Sa

communication to make a point, and in getting instant feedback can adjust their style
immediately.

Personal selling denotes several connotations, some of which can turn the

consumer off. One such example is a door-to-door sales person who comes
unsolicited to a person’s home and tries to sell their product using pushy tactics. A
contrasting example would be a clerk in a bookstore who makes suggestions on great
books to buy. Whatever the setting, personal selling has a long track record of being a
proven winner in the promotion mix.
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E. Selecting the Promotion Mix Ingredients
In the last lesson we learned about the four main elements that contribute to the
promotional mix: advertising, personal selling, public relations, and sales promotion.

e

Each of these individual areas support a distinct function in advertising and as such
marketers will vary the makeup of the mix depending on their company’s needs. The
key to integrating and combining these four elements is to maximize the advertising
impact made on behalf of a company’s product. Which and how much of each
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component in the promotion mix will be utilized, depends on an organization’s
financial resources, policies, and goals.

It is common for most companies to incorporate two to three parts of the

promotion mix, not only from an economic point of view, but also from a strategic
perspective. For instance a company may have limited finances to invest in promotion
yet wants to identify and measure their advertising efforts. In this case personal
selling would be one of the components utilized because there would be direct
feedback the company could analyze and use for future planning. An organization’s
advertising goals will direct and influence the types of promotion used. If the goal is

Sa

to reach a large number of people and to create awareness towards a product, or
cause, then a public relations and advertising campaign would probably be used.
There are several factors that help direct how a product is promoted. Some of these
guidelines are discussed below.
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Demographics and Geographic Distribution
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Demographics and size of geographic distribution will determine how product

promotion is handled. If a company’s clientele is concentrated in a small sized area
personal selling or advertising through the local media might be the most practical
method. If on the other hand demographics dictate a wider range to target the

Sa

appropriate audience then perhaps a national advertising campaign is in order.

Product Pricing and Nature

The nature of the product and its pricing is another influence on what type of

promotion gets utilized. Typically if a product is industrial in nature, it is sold by the

personal sales means. A piece of manufacturing equipment like a printing press would
be sold person to person rather than through a mass advertising campaign. Unlike
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Test Your Comprehension
You have now concluded the learning portion of this program. Before testing
your comprehension of the subject matter in this lesson you may want to briefly
return to the objectives to refresh your memory of the highlights of this course.

e

Multiple Choice Knowledge Check

1. Communication is a _____________ between sender and receiver.

m
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a) One-way exchange

b) Two-way exchange
c) Shared meaning
d) Feedback only

2. Marketers realize that the key to establishing communication between their
products and the consumer is to cultivate and sustain a shared and familiar
_______________.

a) Two-way exchange

b) Promotion campaign

Sa

c) Meaning

d) Feedback

3. ________________ is the final connection that completes the communication loop
from the receiver to the sender of the information.
a) Shared meaning

b) Two-way exchange
c) Acknowledgment
d) Feedback
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4. Promoting and advertising includes
a) Communication
b) Advocating a cause
c) Endorsing a product

e

d) Persuading the public to take action
5. Although promotional objectives vary from company to company there are some
shared commonalities. Which of the following fit these mutual goals?
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a) Create awareness, Identify prospects, Retail customer loyalty
b) Identify prospects, Create awareness
c) Retail customer loyalty

d) Product packaging, Identify prospects

6. Roger is watching a television commercial advertising a new product he has never
seen before. He also noticed this new product was recently advertised in the
newspaper. Which promotional objective is this an example of?
a) Creating awareness

b) Stimulating demand

Sa

c) Identifying prospects

d) Encouraging product trial

7. While shopping in a grocery store Sarah is approached by the store’s personnel and
is offered a free trial size bottle of a new hair conditioner. This is typical of which
promotional goal?

a) Stimulating demand
b) Creating awareness

c) Facilitating reseller support
d) Encouraging product trial
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Activity
Product Promotion
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Overview:
Product promotion is comprised of three significant marketing components:
advertising, promotion, and public relations. Promotion not only facilitates spreading
the word, but its purpose is to influence the consumer into buying a particular
product. This exchange of communication helps link companies and their products to
the consumer by providing information that sways the audience into accepting a
product.
Objective:
Students will take an assigned product and will create awareness through its
promotion. In pairs students will brainstorm the principles of product promotion and
elaborate in simple words the conceptual steps to be accomplished. Ideas will be
written on the following activity sheets of paper. Answers will be succinct and to the
point.
Materials:

Activity sheet, pens, pencils, extra paper if needed;

Magazines, newspapers, Internet, and anything else to help give promotional ideas.

Sa

Explain:

1. Students will work in pairs. Each pair will examine the product they select, and
brainstorm words and short sentences for each area of promotion for their
product. They will then write their best 5 ideas in the white space beneath each
component.
2. When the class has completed this exercise, note how many pairs worked on
the same product. Have the pairs come to the front of the class to share their
answers. Learning is enhanced when pairs has different answers. Have the
student pairs explain the reasons for their responses.
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3. Another way to encourage the class to interact, is for all the pairs to work on
the same product. Thereafter have all the answers posted for sharing.
4. This activity may take from 1 to 2 or more hours.

e

Pick 1 Product to Promote: Note students do not need to know the exact specifics of
these products. The objective of the assignment is to practice brainstorming and
present concepts around promotion.
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A new romance novel

A new product guide for motorcycle parts
A new model of a cell phone

A new kind of grill, as a kitchen gadget
A redesigned water bottle
A new horse riding saddle

A new all purpose waterproof fabric for upholstery
A man's fall season sport coat

Sa

Name your own product to promote
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Activity Page 1
Student Name:

Student Name:

The product we chose is:
We are going to Stimulate Demand by:

Sa
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How we are going to Create Awareness:
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Activity Page 2
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What method will be employed to
How will you identify the customers
encourage customers to try the Product? for your product?
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